The effect of organ of corti loss on ganglion cell survival in humans.
Severe spiral ganglion cell loss does not necessarily follow loss of hair cells or supporting cells in humans. Despite some publications to the contrary, statements that loss of hair cells and/or supporting cells of the organ of Corti results in a severe loss of spiral ganglion cells in humans still appear in the literature, especially in respect to cochlear implants. This assumption is apparently based on studies in animals or cell culture and not from studies of human temporal bones. Morphological analysis of archival temporal bones with microscopic and statistical analysis of ganglion cell, hair cell, and supporting cell populations was performed in 33 ears with total hearing losses of varying causes and durations of deafness. None of the ears had remaining hair cells. Six ears had had cochlear implants. Ganglion cell counts ranging from 2,889 to 34,299 and the corresponding percentage of remaining ganglion cells based on age-normative data were not significantly related to the duration of hearing loss (r = -0.13 and 0.02, respectively, p > 0.05) or to remaining supporting cell populations (r's from 0.15 to 0.27, p > 0.05). More than half of ears (51.5%) had ganglion cell counts within two standard deviations of age-normative means. Mean ganglion cell counts and percentage of remaining ganglion cells of ears with surviving peripheral processes (dendrites) did not differ significantly from those of ears with no peripheral processes. The loss of hair and supporting cells in the organ of Corti in humans does not necessarily result in as significant a loss of spiral ganglion cells as has been reported animals. In fact, our results suggest that ganglion cell loss may be a primary concomitant loss due to the disease process.